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EGINNING in 1926 with a survey of the market-

ing conditions confronting Oregon creameries,
the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station has
given constant attention to the problem of improving
the quality of butter manufactured in Oregon. The
importance of this general program to the develop-
ment of the dairy industry has been emphasized re-
peatedly. As one of the numerous points of attack
on this problem, a monthly educational butter scoring
and analysis service was inaugurated in 1929. The
sixth year of this service is completed.

Remarkable progress has been made in improv-
ing the quality of Oregon's butter during this period.
The fundamental factors involved in the manufacture
of good butter have been studied and their import-
ance emphasized during the six-year period under
discussion in this report. The defects that still exist
in Oregon butter further emphasize the importance
of properly applying the fundamental sciences of
chemistry and bacteriology to the production of milk
and to the manufacture of butter if the highest pos-
sible quality is to be obtained.
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SUMMARY

A. THE QUALITY OF THE BUTTER

The quality of the butter submitted monthly by Oregon creamer-
ies to educational, conMential scorings conducted by the Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station has shown steady improvement
since the scorings were begun six years ago.

The butter from approximately 3,000 churnings has been scored
when it was fresh (about ten days old) and again after one month
of storage. Of the 104 creameries in the state, 60 took advantage
of the scorings during the first year. The number has gradually
increased, until during the last half of the sixth year, 70 creamer-
ies manufacturing 75 per cent of the state's butter were partici-
pating.

Less low-scoring and more high-scoring butter was made during
the sixth than during the first year of the scorings. This is shown
by the following data.

During the first year 40.9 per cent of the samples scored 91 or
above. During the last year 83 per cent scored 91 or above.

The average score has increased 0.8 point during the six years.

It pays to produce the highest quality butter. In Portland 92-
score butter was quoted on the Portland Dairy Exchange during
1934 at a price 1.08 higher than that of 90-score butter and 2.51
higher than that of 89-score butter.

On the basis of these differences the 20,000,000 pounds of
= butter represented in the scorings, if sold in accordance with the

above 92-score price, would be worth $216,000 more than if it were
sold on the basis of the 90-score price and $502,000 more than if
it were sold on the basis of the 89-score price.

If the 4,794,226 pounds Oregon butter which was shipped to
San Francisco in 1934 had been sold on the basis of the average
price for 92-score butter in San Francisco for that year, it would
have brought $71,434 greater returns than if it were sold lfl
accordance with the average 90-score price.

8 The manufacturing methods have been improved considerably in
the creameries that have been sending butter to the scorings.

4

Score
First year Sixth year

435 samples 623 samples

%
Below 90 20.5 5.5
90 toOl 38.6 11.5
91 to 92 33.1 42.9
92 to 94 7.8 40.1



SUMMARYContinued

Sonic buttermakers have been able to show a greater improve-
ment in their butter than have others. The following is an
example of good improvement: The scores of the butter from
one creamery ranged from 89 to 92 during the first year, with
only 15.7 per cent of the samples scoring 92 and above. During
the sixth year all the butter scored from 92 to 94 and averaged
92.5.

The keeping quality of the butter has improved. The average
decrease in score of all the samples received during the first year
during a one-month storage period, with a holding temperature
ranging from 40° to 50° F., was 0.82 point. During the sixth year
it was only 0.50 point.

B. COMPOSITION OF THE BUTTER

The fat content of the samples showed little change during the
six-year period.

Of the samples received during the sixth year 13.5 per cent con-
tained less than 80 per cent fat, 59.4 per cent contained from 80 to
81 per cent fat inclusive, and 27.1 per cent contained more than 81
per cent fat.

Of the 27.1 per cent of the samples which contained more than 81
per cent fat

21.8 per cent contained from 81.1 to 82 per cent fat.
3.7 per cent contained 82.1 to 83 per cent fat.
1.6 per cent contained more than 83 per cent fat.

With the price of butter at 24 cents per pound during 1934, if 27.1
per cent of the butter analyzed contained on an average 1 per cent
too much fat and if the butter analyzed represented the usual
churnings, this excess fat caused a loss of $16,065 to the partici-
pating creameries for that year.
Since the adoption of the single standard for butter composition,
the moisture content of the butter made by the participating
creameries has increased an average of 0.6 per cent, and the salt
content has decreased an average of 0.6 per cent. The average
moisture content of all samples during the sixth year was 16.3 per
cent and the average salt content was 2.1 per cent.

C. YEAST AND MOLD COUNTS

1. The yeast and mold counts showed little change during the six-
year period. Only 27.4 per cent of the samples had yeast and
mold counts of less than 101 per c.c. of melted butter. Some but.
terrnakers have been able to maintain a low count in their butter,
while others have been unable properly to control these micro-
organisms.

5



SUMMARYContinued

D. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

The goal for the future should be to eliminate butter scoring
less than 90 from the market and to increase the percentage of 92- to
93-score butter still further. It is hoped that before many years at
least 75 per cent of Oregon's butter will be of the 92- to 93-score
quality.

Further quality improvement should be along the lines of:
(1) improving the quality of the cream produced on the farms
through improved sanitation, elimination of pronounced weed arid
feed flavors, and more thorough cooling of the cream; (2) delivering
the cream to the creameries at more frequent intervals, at least three
or four times a week; (3) closer attention to cream grading; and
(4) improving of the manufacturing methods.

Improvement in the composition of the butter can be made by:
(1) closer attention to the control of the percentages of fat, salt, and
moisture, through accurate fat and salt computations and observing
the factors which govern the moisture content of butter; (2) testing
the butter from each churning for composition.

The creameries which have been having difficulty in controlling
the yeasts and molds in their butter should, if possible, discover the
sources of these micro-organisms. The chief methods of their control
lie in (1) efficient pasteurization, (2) thorough cleaning and steriliz-
ing of all equipment and utensils with which the cream and butter
come in contact, (3) using water free from yeasts and molds,
(4) avoiding exposure of the finished butter to mold-laden air in the
refrigerator, and (5) using equipment which is in a good condition
so that it can be readily cleaned.

6



Six Years of Progress in Improving the
Quality and Standardizing the

Composition of Oregon
Butter*

By

G. H. WILSTER

INTRODUCTION

IN 1926 and from July 1, 1928 to June 30 1929, the Oregon Agricultural
Experiment Station and the United States Department of Agriculture

made joint studies of the butter-marketing conditions and butter-nianufac-
turing methods that were common in Orcgon. These studiest showed that
much of the butter offered for sale was of a low or mediocre quality and
that the manufacturing methods were not uniform in the creameries,
resulting in variation in the quality of the butter which was marketed.

The studies indicated that if much improvement was to be made in
the quality of Oregon butter, it would come about through:

(1)Increasing the amount of sweet cream delivered to the
c re a me ri Cs.

Paying for cream in accordance with grade and the
quality of butter which can be made from each re-
spective grade.
Improving the manufacturing methods.

Quality of the Butter Made in 1926. Two scorings of butter were made
during March and April, 1926. The results obtained were as follows:

39 (69.6% of all) scored 83 to 90.
10 (18.0% of all) scored 90 to 91.
4 (7.1% of all),scored 91 to 92.
3 (5.3% of all) scored 92 and above.

<ua1ity of th butter made during January and February, 1929. Scor-
ings of 104 samples of butter obtained in January and February,. 1929, partly

*AcknowiedgmIt The author acknowledges the helpful suggestions regarding the
preparation ot the manuscript made by Professor P. M. Brandi, Dr. 1. R. Jones, and Mr.
1-I. H. White.

ti. James, D. L., and Jamison, N. C., 1926. A Survey of Marketing Problein.s Con-
frontsng, Oregon Creasnerie.t. Cir. 74, Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta.

2. Larrabee, E. S., and Wilsier, 0. H., 1929. The Butler Indsistry of Oregon. But. 258,
Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta.

7

Total number of samples 56
Range in scores 83 to 93
Average of March scores , .. 88.3
Average of April scores 89.0

Of the 56 samples-
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on the Portland market and partly from creameries located in various
parts of the state, resulted in the following scores:

22 samples (21.2% of all) scored below 90.
41 samples (39.4% of all) scored 90 to 91.
31 samples (298% of all) scored 91 to 92.
10 samples ( 9.6% of all) scored 92 and above.

During the 1926 scoring, a large percentage of the butter scored below
90 and only a small percentage scored 92 and above.

During the 1929 scoring, a smaller percentage scored below 90, but
still only a small percentage of the butter scored 92 and above.

Monthly butter scoring and analysis service started in March, 1929.
Because of the great variation in the quality of the butter made and the
small quantity of high scoring butter found on the market, the Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station in March, 1929, offered a monthly butter
scoring and analysis service to the Oregon creameries. It was thought
that such a service would be of help in improving and standardizing the
quality of butter made in the state.

The service at once became popular. Approximately 60 creameries
took advantage of the service during the first year, and this number was
maintained during the first few years. During the last year the number
had increased to 70, or nearly three fourths of all the creameries in the state.

Although a notice in the form of a post card is sent monthly to each of
the participating creameries, together with a corrugated shipping carton,
some of the buttermakers forget to send samples. The majority of the
buttermakers send regularly. During the sixth year, an average of 52
samples were received each month.

The same creameries have not been participating during the six years.
A few have discontinued business, while some who have recently started
in business have commenced sending butter to the scorings. A few have
discontinued, probably because of lack of interest, and others have started
even as late as the fifth or the sixth year. Most of the creameries have,
however, been participating during the six years. There is no charge to
the creameries. The present report covers the following:

A brief discussion of (a) the butter-producing areas in Oregon, and
(b) the factors in the production of milk which influence butter
quality.

Results of the six years' butter-scoring work and a discussion of the
advantages of improving quality.

Outstanding accomplishments by individual creameries.
A report of the analytical work, which involved the analysis of the
butter during the six years for fat, moisture, salt, curd, and yeasts
and molds.

Importance of the butter industry in Oregon. The total area of
Oregon is 95,607 square miles, or 61,188,480 acres. In 1930* there were
55,153 farms and a total of 16,548,678 acres of farm land, of which 1,221,026

U. S. Census of Agriculture, 1930.
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acres were dairy farm land. There were 224,780 cows milked in 1929, and
the amount of milk produced on 8,150 dairy farms and 33,255 other farms
was 1,164,239,241 pounds. If this milk had a fat content of 4.4 per cent*
it contained 51,226,527 pounds of fat.

The average yearly cash income from farm production in Oregont
for the years 1926 to 1930, inclusive, was as follows:

Total value of all farm products sold
(crops and animal products) $120,859,000

Value of animals and animal products
sold was 50 per cent of the total value of

all farm products
Value of crops, including field crops

and horticultural crops, was 50 per cent of the total value of
all farm products

Value of milk and milk products
sold $19,502,000

During 1929 the 103 creameries in Oregon made 25,340,590 pounds of
butter4 A total of 20,418,093 pounds fat was received from 24,396 pro-
ducers for this amount of butter. This is equal to 39.86 per cent of all the
fat that was produced in that year.

The production of creamery butter in Oregon has increased consid-
erably since 1912. From October 1, 1912, to September 30, 1913, the 79
creameries manufactured 13,811,171 pounds of butter. Twenty years after,
during the calendar year 1933, the 104 creameries manufactured 26,646,564
pounds. This is an increase of nearly 100 per cent.

The average yearly production per creamery in 1912-13 was 175,000
pounds and in 1933 it was 256,000. The increase in butter production per
creamery in 1933 over 1912-13 was 81,000 pounds, or 46 per cent.

Oregon produces more butter than is consumed in the state. A large
percentage of the surplus is sold in California and a smaller amount is sold
in Washington. Some of the butter which is sold on the Seattle market is
reshipped to Alaska. Butter is also sold to steamship companies and
occasional shipments are made to eastern markets. Navy contracts for
the Pacific fleet have also been filled.

The following datall show the amounts of Oregon butter which were
received at San Francisco each year since 1921 and at Los Angeles since
1925. It is noted that the amounts have increased considerably during the
past four years.

Se1by, H.E., Burner A.S., and Brandt, P.M., 1933. Cost and Efficiency in Dairy Farm-
ing in Oregon. Bul. 313, Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta.

tBureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Report of Dairy and Food Commissioner.

§Tenth Biennial Report of Dairy and Food Commissioner.
IlMcCampbell, F. H. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, San Francisco, California.
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San Francisco Los Angeles Total
Pounds Pounds Pounds

1921 646,953 Not available
1922 548,819 Not available
1923 1,177,441 Not available
1924 947,670 Not avsilable
1925 1,195,144 1,196,115 2,391,259
1926 2,3 06,303 1922,348 4,228,651
1927 2,253,341 804,513 3,057,854
1928 1,795,580 496,915 2,292,495
1929 2,748,038 1,263,014 4,011,052
1930 2,488,907 2,467,656 4,956,563
1931 3,677,985 2,217,776 5,895,761
1932 4,712,114 1,266,931 5,979,045
1933 4,201,137 476,020 4,677,157
1934 4,794,226 1,572,825 6,367,051

BUTTER-PRODUCING AREAS IN OREGON

On account of the different climatic and agricultural conditions, there
are three areas in Oregon where dairying is quite different. Because of
these differences, the flavor and body and texture of the butter made in
these sections vary. The areas are as follows:

The Coast area. This area is that part of Western Oregon extending
from the Columbia River on the north to California on the south and from
the Pacific Ocean on the west to the Coast Range about 25 miles to the
east. This section has an abundant rainfall ranging from 50 inches to 131
inches per year. This is a good dairy section with a long pasture season,
little hay and grain production, and increasing root production. The cli-
mate is temperate throughout the year. Ten per cent of the butter made
in Oregon in 1933 was produced in this section.

The Willamette Valley and Umpqua Valley area. This area comprises
the section lying between the Coast and Cascade ranges and reaches from
the Columbia River about 200 miles south to the range of mountains south
of Roseburg. This is an area with a medium rainfall, about 40 to 45 inches
a year, but on account of the low summer rainfall, little pasture is available
during the summer. Diversified farming is practiced in this section.
Irrigation of pasture lands is being introduced and increasing amounts of
alfalfa are being grown. The section has a fairly cool climate during the
summer and has moderate temperatures during the winter. Of the butter
made in Oregon in 1933, 55 per cent was produced in this section.

Eastern Oregon and Rogue River Valley area. This is the part of Ore-
gon which lies east of the Cascade Mountains and the part of Southern
Oregon near the Rogue River. Agricultural and climatic conditions in this
area are distinctly different from those of the other two areas. The section
has a low rainfall. The normal annual precipitation, except in the mountain
country, is mostly less than 20 inches, with a minimum of about 8 inches.
Irrigation is practiced during the growing season and alfalfa constitutes
the chief hay crop. There is a much wider range in the temperatures in
this region during the year than in the other parts of Oregon. Tempera-
tures are low in winter and high in summer. Of the butter made in Oregon
in 1933, 35 per cent was produced in this section. Butter production is
increasing more rapidly in this part of Oregon than in the other parts. In
1924* only 23.4 per cent of the butter made in the state was produced in
this section.

Larrabee, E. S., and Wilster, G. 11., 1929. The Butter Industry of Oregon. Bul. 258,
Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta.
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Along the Coast, frost and snow are rare and unusually high tempera-
tures seldom occur. On the other hand, in some parts of the interior, frost
may occur any month in the year* and some of the mountain peaks are
covered with perpetual snow, while in the warmer valleys, temperatures of
1000 F. or higher are not uncommon in summer.

Figure 1. Location of creameries arid butter.producing areas in Oregon. (Each dot
represents a creamery.)

(1) Coast area. (2) Willamette Valley and Umpqua Valley area.
(3) Eastern Oregon and Rogue River Valley area.

In the section west of the Cascades, 44 per cent of the rainfall occurs
during the winter, 23 per cent during the spring, 6 per cent during the
summer, and 27 per cent during the fall. The precipitation east of the
Cascades is more uniform throughout the year, but still shows quite a
variation.

FACTORS IN MILK PRODUCTION INFLUENCING
BUTTER QUALITY

The amount of different feeds eaten by dairy cows affects butter
quality. Since milk fat consists essentially of a mixture of glyceryl esters
-of fatty acids, commonly called glycerides, each of-which possesses different
£hemical and physical properties, it follows that any condition which will
change the relative amounts of these glycerides in milk fat, will also
change the chemical and physical properties of the mixture.

Certain succulent feeds, particularly pasture, cause the milk fat to con-
tain more of the low-melting-point glycerides, resulting in soft-bodied

U. S. Department of Agriculture Weather Bureau.
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butter, while certain dry feeds, particularly hay, cause the milk fat to
contain less of the low-melting-point glycerides, resulting in firm-bodied
butter.

In the irrigated sections of Oregon, a much larger proportion of the
feed of the cows consists of hay than in the other sections. This was
shown in a survey* conducted by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station several years ago. The average yearly consumption of hay per
cow for a period of four years was 7,015 pounds in the irrigated sections,
whereas it was only 4,947 pounds in the Willamette Valley and 3,531
pounds in the Coast section.

The amount of succulent feeds consumed by each cow per year was
1,240 pounds for the irrigated sections, 6,719 for the Willamette Valley
section, and 5,051 pounds for the Coast section.

Since these differences in the quantities of various feedstuffs consumed
by the cows influence the chemical and physical properties of the milk fat
it is reasonable to expect that the properties of the butter are also
influenced. Certain feeds give a distinct flavor to the milk fat and this
flavor is usually also noticeable in the butter. The body and texture of
the butter is also affected. The feeds which cause a low.melting-point
milk fat result in butter having a soft body and a texture which may be
greasy and leaky. The feeds which cause a high-melting-point fat result
under certain conditions in a crumbly texture and in a firm-bodied butter.
Stickiness and gumminess may also result.

The butter made in the Coast region has a soft or fairly soft body
throughout the year. Ordinarily that made in the Willamette Valley and
Umpqua Valley region has a medium-soft body, and that made in Eastern
and Southern Oregon has a medium-soft body during the summer grazing
season, and a firm body during the hay-feeding season.

The conditions under which milk and cream are handled and butter
manufactured affect butter quality. In addition to the influence of the feed
of the cows upon the quality of the butter, there are, of course, also the
factors of the conditions under which the milk and cream are produced
and handled on the farm, method of cooling and storing, transportation,
age of the product, and last, but by no means least, the method of making
the butter in the creameries and the sanitary conditions under which it is
made, which influence butter quality.

PLAN OF THE BUTTER-SCORING AND
ANALYSIS WORK

Each of the participating creameries sends two one-pound prints of
butter, representing the usual first-grade churnings, to Corvallis on the
second Monday in each month. One pound is scored when fresh (about
a week old) and the other after it has been held in the refrigerator in the
original wrap at a temperature of from 400 to 50° F. for one month. A
determination of the amount of fat, moisture, salt, and curd present is made
by the Kohman method and the yeasts and molds present in the fresh
butter are ascertained by means of inoculating malt agar plates with
melted butter and incubating these for five days at room temperature.

°Selby, H. E., Burrkr, A. S., and Brandt, P. M., 1933. Cost and Efficiency in Dairy
Farming in Oregon. Bul. 318, Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta.
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The work is confidential in nature. The judges have no knowledge
regarding the origin of the samples. Before scoring, the prints are re-
wrapped in plain parchment paper and each is given a number. When
scoring, each judge works independently and fills in a score card which is
then handed to the secretary. The judges mark down the points given
under each division of the score card and then add these to obtain the
final score. The secretary checks on the scores given. If the scores of
the judges vary more than one-half point the sample is rescored. One-half
point between the scores is the maximum variation allowed. The following
score card is used:

OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
MONTHLY BUTTER SCORING AND ANALYSIS

BUTTER SCORE CARD
Name No
Address Date

Aroma
and

Flavor 45

Body and Texture 25

Color 15

Salt 10

Package 5

Total 100

Judge

Aroma Excellent, coarse, flat, feed, scorched, burnt, neutralizer, old cream, weed,
vinegar.

Flavor Excellent, flat, old cream, coarse, low salt, feed, briny, scorched, storage, weed,
burnt, high salt, woody, neutralizer, stale, moldy, tallowy, sour, soapy, cheesy,
high acid, oily, metallic, heated cream, fishy, rancid fruity, cellar, onion, bitter,
putrid, surface taint, yeasty, musty, gasoline, smotfiered.

Body and Firm, waxy, weak, leaky, smooth mealy, gummy, sticky, oily, too dry, short
Texture grain, brittle, crumbly, under-worked, gritty, greasy.
Color Good, too high, too light, uneven1 wavy, mottled, white specks, dirt specks, red

specks, bleached surface, mold discoloration.
Salt Too high, too low, gritty, or undissolved.
Appearance Neat, clean, dirty, fingermarks, uneven, moldy, dark specks, surface smear,

holes in print.

The judges during the six years have been creamery operators and
members of the staffs of the State and of the United States Department
of Agriculture. These men are Messrs. R. E. Cavett,* Portland; H. C.
Raven,* Portland; R. S. Smith, U. S. Department of Agriculture; J. E.
Draper, formerly U. S. Department of Agriculture; L. S. Leach and George
Jacobsen, Oregon State Department of Agriculture; and L. B. Ziemer,
formerly Oregon State Department of Agriculture. Usually three or four
men do the scoring.

xEspecial credit is due these men for their fine cooperation in assisting with the work at
their own expense during the past six years.

Scale Score Remarka
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The analytical work has been done by members of the dairy staff at
Oregon State College.

At the conclusion of the scoring and analysis a summary report is
made on which is shown the seores of the butter from each creamery, as
well as the composition and yeast and mold content of each sample. The
butter from each creamery is known by number only. On a separate sheet
are given the results of the scoring of the one-month-old samples. The
scores of the butter when fresh are given for comparison. These reports
are sent, together with the judges' score sheets, to each of the participating
creameries.

When the butter is made in the creameries, the buttermakers make out
a butter manufacturing report and send this to the State College with the
butter. A blank for this is sent to each creamery. The butter manufactur-
ing reports are carefully studied at the conclusion of the scoring and
suggestions are made regarding the improvement of the manufacturing
methods with a view to improving the quality of the butter which will
later be made and avoiding certain defects. The manufacturing reports,
together with the suggestions, are returned to the buttermakers.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The quality of the butter has shown remarkable improvement during

the six years of scoring. The data shown in Table 1 give the frequency
distribution of the scores of 2,950 samples which have been received during
the six.year period.

Table 1. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE Scoess OF BUTTER FROM 2,950 CHURNINGS
March 1929 to Febniary 1935, inclusive

Score First year Second year
435 samples 513 samples

Third year
478 samples

Fourth year
438 samples

Fifth year
454 samples

Sixth year
623 samples

It is significant that only 5.5 per cent of the samples received during
the sixth year scored below 90, whereas during the first year of the scorings,
20.5 per cent scored below 90. During the last year, 40.1 per cent of the
samples scored 92 to 94, whereas during the first year only 7.8 per cent
scored 92 to 94.

The graph on the cover shows the distribution of the scores during the
six years.

If the scores in the four quality groups are summarized in two classes,
one for butter scoring below 91 and the other for butter scoring 91 and
above, it is seen that-

S 59.1 per cent of the samples scored belo.w 91.During the first year 40.9 per cent of the samples scored 91 and above.
517 per cent of the samples scored below 91.During the last year 83 per cent of the samples scored 91 and above.

This shows that the amount of butter scoring below 91 has been decreased
42.1 per cent and the amount of butter scoring 91 and above has been increased
42,1 per cent.

%
Below 90 20.5 19.5 21.2 9.1 8.6 5.5
90 to 91 38.6 37.4 39.4 26.5 22.7 11.5
91 to 92 33.1 33.1 28.1 39.3 40.3 42.9
92 to 94 7.8 10.0 11.3 25.1 28.4 40.1
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The improvement in quality was slow at first. Since the beginning of
the fourth year, marked improvement has taken place. Table 2 illustrates
the change from the lower scoring to the higher scoring group during the
SIX years.

Table 2. CHANGE IN THE PERCENTAGES OF BUTTER SCORING (1) BELOW 91 AND (2) 91 AND
Anove, DURING THE Six YEARS

Keeping quality of the butter. All samples received during the six
years have been subjected to a one-month storage test. One of the two
one-pound samples received from each creamery was kept in the original
wrap for one month in a cooler at a temperature of from 40 to 50 F.,
after which it was scored.

The average monthly scores of the fresh and one-month-old butter
during the first and sixth years of the scoring are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. ONE-MONTH STORAGE TEST

The data in Table 3 show that the butter made during the sixth year,
on an average, kept better than the butter did during the first year. The
average monthly decreases ranged during the first year from 0.24 to 1.34
with an average for all months of 0.82. During the last year the decreases
ranged from 0.24 to 1.00 and the average for all months was 0.50. For the
month of May during the sixth year, an increase is shown. The average
score of the fresh butter is probably too low. The butter was transported
to Eastern Oregon for the scoring and hence became quite soft; this
probably resulted in a lowering of the scores.

First year Sixth year

Average monthly score of all samples Average monthly score of all samples

Month
When
fresh

When one
month old Decrease

When
fresh

When one
month old Decrease

March 90.32 89.80 0.52 91.30 90.30 1.00
April 90.58 89.94 0.64 91.04 90.38 0.66
May 90.23 89.00 1.23 90.80 90.90 +0.10
June 90.41 89.51 0.90 91.70 91.21 0.49
July 90.25 89.22 1.03 91.64 91.00 0.64
August 90.32 88.98 1.34 91.19 90.56 0.63
September . 90.74 89.81 0.93 91.18 90.86 0.32
October 90.34 89.51 0.83 91.54 91.30 0.24
November 90.79 90.01 0.78 91.27 90.70 0.57
December . 90.28 89.85 0.43 91.61 90.79 0.82
January 90.59 90.35 0.24 91.58 91.23 0.35
February 90.51 89.51 1.00 91.28 90.85 0.43

Average 90.44 89.62 0.82 91.34 90.84 0.50

%
1929-30 59.1 40.9
1930-31 56.9 43.1 2.2 2.2
1931-32 60.6 39.4 - 3.7 - 1.5
193 2-3 3 35.6 64.4 25.0 23.5
1933-34 31.3 65.7 4-3 27.8
1934-3 5 17.0 83.0 14.3 42.1

Yearly increase in

Increase in the per-
centage of butter
scoring91 and

March to the percentage above. .1ach year
February Butter scoring Butter scoring scoring 91 and compared with
inclusive below 91 91 and above above the first year
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There has been a steady improvement in the keeping quality of the
butter since the scorings were started, as is shown by the following average
decreases in score for each year of the scorings:

First year 0.82 point.
Second year 0.92 point
Third year 0.75 point
Fourth year 0.55 point
Fifth year 0.70 point
Sixth year 0.50 point

During the first two years of the scorings, defects such as fishy, oily,
rancid, musty, and tallowy were common in the one-month-old butter.
During the later years these defects have been less common. Storage
flavor was the most common defect noticed in the one-month-old butter
during the past two years. Flavors which did not develop in the butter
during the first few years of the scorings, but which have been fairly com-
mon during the later years in the butter after one month, were putrid and
cheesy. Several creameries have reported that these defects have devel-
oped in the butter after it reached the market. This has caused some
ffnancial losses. A mimeographed pamphlet prepared by the Agricultural
Experiment Station deals with the causes of these defects and their control.
Through the medium of the scoring reports the butterrriakers have been
advised how to prevent the defects.

Economic advantage in making high.scoring butter. On the basis
of the wholesale market quotation for butter, it is advantageous, from an
economic point of view, to make high-scoring butter. The difference
between the average yearly price of 90- and 92-score butter on the San
Francisco market5 during the six years, 1929 to 1934, inclusive, ranged
from 1.38 to 2.71 and averaged ].75. The average price for 92-score butter
for 1934 was 25.05 and for 90-score butter it was 23.560, a difference of
1.490. The 88- and 89-score prices were not averaged.

The average wholesale prices of cube butter on the Portland Dairy
Exchange as reported by the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
Market News Service, were as follows during the year 1934:

92-score I 91-score 90-score
I

89-score

tDetermined by adding the quoted daily prices by months and dividing the suns by the
number of days quoted. The average of the monthly prices is the yearly price.

The following calculation shows the possible gain to the participating
creameries that sent butter to the scorings, if the butter had been sold
during the sixth year tn accordance with the scores obtained over what
would have been received if the butter made during the sixth year had
been sold in accordance with the scores received for the butter during the
first year. In making the calculation it is considered that 20,000,000 pounds
of butter were represented in the scorings. The prices used are the
average yearly prices on the Portland Dairy Exchange for 1934. The

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Market News
Service.

Average for yeart_ - 24.31 23.62 23.23 21.80
Less than 92-score price .69 1.08 2.51
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89-score price is used for the butter which scored below 90 and the 92-score
price is used for the butter which scored 92 to 94.

Table 4. Ecoaoxjc ADVANTAGE IN MAKING HIGN-SCOIUNG BUTTER

Items Total

Quslity during the first year of the scoring, 1929-30
$ 893,800

1,793,356
1,563,644

379,236

$4,630,036
Total possible receipts (1929-30 quality) $4,630,036

Quality during the sixth year of the scoring, 1934-33
5.5% scoring below 90 = 1,100,000 lb. @ 21.80 per lb. = $ 239,800

11.5% scoring 90 to 91 = 2,300,000 lb. @ 23.23 per lb. = 534,290
42.9% scoring 91 to 92 = 8,580,000 lb. @ 23.62 per lb. 2,026,596
40.1% scoring 92 to 94 = 8,020,000 lb. @ 24.31 per lb. 1,949,662

Total possible receipts (1929-30 quality)

Total possible receipts
$4,750,348Sixth year
4,630,036First year

Difference in favor of sixth year $ 120,312

4,750,348

The foregoing figures show that $120,312 more should have been
received during the last year when the butter was of a higher quality than
would have been received if the butter was of the same quality as in 1929,
assuming, of course, that the butter was sold in accordance with the
scores given.

If the butter during the sixth year had all been sold in accordance with
the 92-score price, $111,652 additional would have been received.

That it pays to ship only 92-score butter to San Francisco is clearly
seen from the following: In 1934, 4,794,226 pounds of Oregon butter were
received at San Francisco. The price of 92-score butter at San Francisco for
that year was 1.49 cents higher than 90-score butter. Therefore, if the butter
had been sold in accordance with the 92-score price it would have netted the
creameries $71,434 more than if it were sold in accordance with the 90-score
price.

The importance of making high-scoring butter, from the consumption
standpoint, should not be overlooked. The majority of Americans prefer
to eat only good butter and many will increase their consumption if the
quality is exceptionally good. The Dairy Councilsin Oregon the Oregon
Dairy Counciland various departments of Oregon State College have
told the consumers about the nutritional value of butter and have empha-
sized that butter is palatable. They have urged people to eat more butter.
This educational program should stimulate the consumption of good butter.
The producers and creamerymen should whole-heartedly encourage this
program by furnishing the consumers with only the highest quality butter.

HOW WAS THE QUALITY IMPROVED?
From a study of the accumulated records of the six years of the

scorings, it is observed that quality improvement has been possible both in

20.5% scoring below 90 = 4,100,000 lb. @ 21.80 per lb.
38.6% scoring 90 to 91 = 7720,000 lb. @ 23.23 per lb. =
33.1% scoring 91 to 92=6,620,000 lb. @ 23.62 per lb. =
7.8% scoring 92 to 94=1,560,000 lb. @ 24.31 per lb.

100.0% 20,000,000 lb.

100.0% 20,000,000 lb. $4,750,348
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the creameries that have received mainly sweet cream or whole milk and
in those that have received both sour and sweet cream.

The creameries have consistently been advised to grade the cream
received. It has been pointed out that the addition of a small amount of
weedy flavored or other objectionably flavored cream to a vat of good
flavored cream may taint the whole batch.

II

Figure 2. Grading cream in a creamery. Note sanitary spittoon equipped with flowing
warm water.

During the first year of the scorings, defects such as briny, neutralizer,
scorched, burned, rancid, metallic, and tallowy flavors occurred more
frequently than during the sixth year. Since these flavors are caused,
primarily, by manufacturing operations, it is obvious that the butter-
makers have been able to effect improvement through better manufadturing
methods.

It appears that quality improvement has been brought about by-
More attention to cream grading.
Better neutralization, including more correct method of deter-
mining the acidity of the cream.
More efficient pasteurization.
The use of starter in some creameries.
Reducing the salt content of the butter.
Better workmanship in churning, resulting chiefly in eliminating
leaky and greasy texture and weak body.
Better care in the production of cream on the farm.
More frequent delivery of cream.
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FURTHER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IS POSSIBLE
Improvement should not stop nowthe goal should be to eliminate

butter scoring below 90 and to increase the amount of butter which scores
92 and 93.

If continued improvement is to take place, this should be directed
along the lines of:

Better care in the production and storing of cream on the farm.
Cooling the cream and preventing contamination of cream with
undesirable micro-organisms and foreign matter should receive
attention.
More frequent deliveries of cream, especially during the warm
weather. Cream should be kept cool during transit to the
creamery.
Overcoming feed flavor and crumbly and sticky texture.
Further improving the manufacturing methods in the cream-
eries.

Other publications of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station
deal with improvement in the quality of cream as delivered to the Oregon
creameries. The delivery of sweet cream of good flavor to the creameries
enables the buttermakers to make good butter. In sections where plenty
of cold water is available, cream may be kept in a satisfactory condition
until it is to be transported to the creamery by placing the cans containing
cream in a tank of flowing water.* In sections where cold water is not
available during the warm season, and where the cream is not delivered
to the creameries oftener than once or twice weekly, more frequent deliv-
eries of the cream will result in an improvement in the quality of the
butter.

Frequent delivery of cream important. Butterniakers know that butter
of the highest quality can be made from sweet, fresh cream, whereas old,
stale, or sour cream results in butter of low quality. There is no method
which can be used to make 92- or 93-score butter from old, off-flavored
cream.

A simple calculation will show that it may be profitable to gather the
cream oftener where this results in an improvement in the quality of the
butter. Assuming that a creamery which is making 1,000,000 pounds of
butter per year would gather cream oftener and that this additional
expense would amount to $60 per week, the extra expense in hauling would
thus amount to $3,120 per year. If this results in an improvement in the
score of butter and an additional price of only , on an average, is obtained
per pound of butter, this would mean an additional return of $5,000 per
year for the butter. Deducting the extra hauling cost from this amount
would still leave $1,880 profit over what would have been received if the
butter had been sold at the lower price.

1esearch necessary. It will take carefully conducted research to dis-
cover possible ways of overcoming crumbly and sticky texture in the butter
which is made in the alfalfa-producing sections of Oregon.

WiIster, G. H., Hoffman, Hans, and Brandt P. H., 1934 Methods of Cooling and Stor-
ing Cream for Oregon's Dairy Farms. Bul. 326, áregon Agr. Exp. Sta.
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Manufacturing methods can be further improved. The information at
hand indicates that it is still possible to improve the manufacturing methods
and thereby increase the score of the butter in many of the creameries.

Some of the defects which have been noted by the judges in the butter
which was examined during the sixth year were neutralizer, burnt,
scorched, briny, surface or putrid, and flat flavors, and leaky, greasy,
crumbly, sticky, gummy, and mealy texture. The defects, with the excep-
tion of surface or putrid flavor, have not been so pronounced and have
not occurred so frequently as during the former years. Surface or putrid
flavor has occurred in the butter from several creameries. in the one-
month-old samples, defects such as fishy, tallowy, putrid, and rancid
flavors have developed.

Figure 3. Efficiency in pasteurizing is paramount to butter of good keeping quality.

In a number of plants greater attention will have to be given to
(1) proper neutralization, including more correct determination of the
amount of acid in the cream, to prevent neutralizer flavor, (2) more careful
pasteurization to prevent scorched and burnt flavors, (3) maintaining a
proper salt content of the butter and incorporating the salt with the butter
thoroughly, to prevent briny flavor, (4) proper use of a fine-flavored starter
with sweet crearn* and with sour cream with the view to overcoming flat
flavor and making butter with a more pleasing flavor and aroma, and
(5) more thorough cleaning and sterilizing of the buttermaking equipment
so as to eliminate bacteria, yeasts, and molds.

Surface flavor or putrid flavor can be kept under control by using
proper methods in manufacturing, using good water, and by observing
strict sanitary conditions in the creameries.

See Bul. 305, Oregon Agricultural Eiperiment Station.
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Figure 4. Cleanliness, skill, and accuracy in making butter are fundamental to successful
creamery oj,eratton.

Several of the defects in texture can readily be overcome by (I) better
workmanship in making the butter, (2) preventing oiling-off of some of the
fat during pasteurization, and (3) by observing proper neutralization.

Figure 5. Analyzing the butter for composition.
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The control of the defects in the one-month-old butter lies in one or
more of the following: (1) more efficient neutralization and pasteurization,
(2) controlling the acid content of the cream, (3) more thorough elimina-
tion of micro-organisms from the butter-making equipment, (4) using pure
water for washing the butter, (5) maintaining a proper salt content, and
(6) using vats, the inside linings and coils of which are in good condition.

THE COLOR OF THE BUTTER RECEIVED DURING
THE FIFTH AND SIXTH YEARS

The shade of yellow color in the samples received during the fifth
and sixth years of the scorings have been determined by means Of the
Hansen color-comparison cards. These cards are numbered froth 1 to 8,
and differ only in the brilliance of color. Card No. 1 is of a very light
yellow color, No. 4 is of a medium yellow color, while card No. 8 is of a
very dark yellow color. The results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. COLoR OF BUTTER RECEIVED DURING THE FIFTH AND SIXTH YEAR

The largest percentage of the samples received during the two years
was of the shade 3, with the shades 4 and 2 following. Only a small per-
centage of the samples was of a color above 4 or below 2.

During the month of April there is a transition from dry feed to
green feed which results in darker colored fat, necessitating reducing the
amount of butter color which is added to the butter. During the late
summer months and early fall months the color becomes lighter and it is
necessary to commence adding butter color. This is caused by the drying-
off of pastures and feeding thc cows a ration containing less coloring
matter.

Per cent of all samples classing
in respective color shades

Shade of color

k'er cent at all samples classing
in respective color shades

Shade of color

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 Month 1 2 3 4 5 I 6

March 1933._ 17.5 22.5 47.5 10.0 2.5 March 1934 2.6 10.5 18.4 52.7 15.8
April 4.7 25.6 37.0 25.6 4.7 2.4 April .... 9.7 53.7 29.3 7.3
May 15.0 47.0 38.0 --------- Ostay 23.3 71.7 3.3 1.7

Tune 6.5 64.5 25.8 3.2 June ... 1.9 48.1 44.4 3.7 1.5
July 10.8 64.9 24.3 July .... 7.3 58.2 30.9 3.6
August 48.5 45.4 6.1 ........ August .. 12.8 76.6 10.6
September ........ 22.9 71.4 5.7 . September 3.7 16.7 55.5 22.2 1.9
October 8.8 52.9 35.3 3.0 October ... 112.2 38.8 38.8 10.2
November 11.4 28.5 54.3 2.9 2.9 I November.. 2.0 24.6 59.2 12.2 2.0
December 2.4 30.9 50.0 16.7 ........ Decernber.. 1.8 31.5 61.4 3.5 1.8
January 1934 7.5 17.5 42.5 22.5 10.0 Jan. 1935... 9.4 344 :56.2
February 8.1 16.2 40.6 27.0 8.1 February -. 7.3 27350.9 12.7 1.8

Summary for
the respec

Fifth year (total samples 454) Sixth year (total samples 623)

Number of samples Per cent Number of samples Per centtive shades

1 .............._. 20 4.4 21 3.4
2 ----. 90 19.8 114 18.3
3 193 42.5 314 50.4
4 120 26.4 153 24.6
5 ............_ 28 6.2 19 3.0
6 3 0.7 2 0.3

Fifth year Sixth year
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It seems very desirable to maintain a uniform color throughout the
year. It should be possible, at least, to add sufficient butter color to the
butter whenever the natural color of the butter is of a shade which is less
than 3 or 4. The future scorings should be of some help in connection
with the standardizing of Oregon butter for color.

OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY INDIVIDUAL
CREAMERIES IN IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE
BUTTER MANUFACTURED DURING THE SIX YEARS

A number of the buttermakers that have sent butter to the scorings
during the six years have been ablc greatly to improve the quality of the
butter they have made. The followtng shows the improvement which has
been effected in seven of these creameries:

CREAMERY A

Score when
fresh

Below 90
90 to 91
91 to 92
92 to 94

During the first year common defects in the butter from Creamery A
were burnt, briny, musty, oily, metallic, and old-cream flavors. The butter
after having been kept for one month in the cooler at from 400 to 500 F.
was criticized for oily, rancid, musty, and fishy flavors. During the six
years material improvement in the quality of the butter took place. The
most serious defect in the butter during the sixth year was old-cream
flavor. This creamery still has a problem in connection with the keeping
quality of its butter. Although the majority of the samples during the sixth
year kept fairly well during the one-month storage period there were three
samples which did not keep well; a cheesy flavor developed in one and a
pronounced storage flavor developed in two.

CREAMERY B

First year
Percentage of samples

%
33.3 0

9.1
o 54.6
0 I 36.3

Sixth year
Percentage of samples

The butter from Creamery B during the first year was criticized for
high-acid, sour, scorched, and briny flavors. The data show that remarkable
improvement has been made during the six years. It is noted that every
sample during the sixth year scored 92 or above.

The butter did not keep very well the first year during the one-month
storage period. The one-month-old butter was criticized for moldy, oily,
briny, and storage flavors. During the sixth year storage flavor developed
in three samples but no undesirable flavors developed in the other nine
samples.

Score when
fresh

First year
Percentage of samples

Sixth year
Percentage of samples

%
Below 90 0 0
90 to 91 25.0 0
91 to 92 41.7 0
92 to 94 33.3 100
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The buttermaker at Creamery B has never failed to enter a sample
for the 72 scorings held during the six years. He has always sent a well-
filled-in manufacturing report every month and has often asked questions
regarding the manufacturing methods.

CREAMERY C

The butter from Creamery C the first year was criticized during several
months for scorched flavor. Other flavors were rancid and musty. During
the sixth year feed flavor was the common criticism. The lowest score was
in May when the butter had an old-cream flavor.

The keeping quality of the butter has been greatly improved since the
scorings began. The one-month-old butter during the first year was criti-
cized for oily, scorched, soapy, and storage flavors, and it decreased, on
an average, 0.67 in score. During the sixth year the butter kept well.
The average decrease in score during the one-month holding period was
only 0.40 point.

CREAMERY D

Creamery D has been able to bring a large percentage of butter into
the 92-and-above score class. The lowest score during the sixth year was
91.5. Of the 12 samples submitted 9 were not criticized for flavor. The
three that were criticized had a slight feed flavor.

CREAMERY E

Score when
fresh

Below 90
90 to 91
91 to 92
92 to 94

First year Sixth year
Percentage of samples Percentage of samples

%
8.3

58.3
33.4

0

%
0
8.3

41.7
50.0

During the first year of the scorings the butter from Creamery E was
criticized for old-cream, bitter, high-salt, oily, and musty flavors. The
one-month-old butter was criticized for moldy, rancid, fishy, storage, and
high-acid flavors. The most serious defects in the fresh butter during the
sixth year were briny and old cream. The most common criticism of the
one-month-old butter was storage flavor. This flavor developed in nine
samples. There is an opportunity for the buttermaker at this creamery to

Score when
fresh

First year
Percentage of samples

Sixth year
Percentage of samples

%
Below 90 16.7 0
90 to 91 33.3 0
91 to 92 33.3 16.7
92 to 94 16.7 83.3

Score when
fresh

First year
Percentage of samples

Sixth year
Percentage of samples

%
Below 90 16.7 0
90 to 91 25.0 9.1
91 to 92 33.3 27.3
92 to 94 25.0 63.6
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improve the keeping quality of the butter made. Yeast and mold counts
have generally been high in the butter during the six years of the scorings.

CREAMERY F

Score when First year Sixth year
fresh Percentage of samples Percentage of samples

During the first year of the scoriugs the butter from Creamery F was
criticized chiefly for scorched, old-cream, rancid, burned, oily, musty, and
alkali flavors.

The butter during the sixth year was of a much higher quality than it
was during the first year. Of the objectionable flavors noticed during the
first year only two, scorched and old-cream, were noticed during the sixth
year. One sample during the sixth year in May was scored 89, since it
had a pronounced weedy flavor. This creamery still has a problem in
connection with the control of yeasts and molds. The counts have been
excessively high a number of times.

The keeping quality of the butter during the first year was poor. The
flavor of the one-month-old butter was commonly bitter, rancid, musty,
and oily.

CREAMIOSY G

The butter from Creamery G was of an inferior quality during the
first year of the scorings, but during the six years gradual improvement
has taken place. Of the twelve samples submitted the sixth year, only
two scored below 92.

Common flavors in the fresh butter during the first year were oily,
briny, bitter, and neutralizer. During the last year no very objectionable
flavors were noticed by the judges.

The butter during the first year did not keep well. Rancid, tallowy,
and metallic flavors developed during the one-month storage period. No
undesirable flavors, with the exception of a slight storage flavor, developed
in the butter during the last year of the scorings when it was held for one
month.

COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES

1. THE FAT CONTENT OF THE BUTTER

Frequency distribution of the fat percentages found. A frequency dis-
tribution of the samples in accordance with the per cent of fat present in
the butter during the first year and in the butter during the sixth year is
shown in Table 6.

Score when
fresh

First year
Percentage of samples

Sixth year
Percentage of samples

Below 90 20.0 0

90 to 91 50.0 0
91 to 92 20.0 16.7
92 to 94 10.0 83.3

%
Below 90 18.2 9.1
90 to 91 45.4 9.1
91 to 92 36.4 45.4
92to94 0 36.4
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Table 6. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE FAT PERCENTAGES OF BUTTER ANALYZED

Fat content

Apparently no general change has taken place in the fat content of
the butter made during the six years. From an economic point of view,
butter should contain not more than 81 per cent of fat. Both Federal and
state laws require a minimum of 80 per cent of fat in butter.

The majority of the creameries during the sixth year maintained an
average fat content of from 80 to 81 per cent, inclusive, throughout the
year. Twenty.three creameries, however, had average fat contents from
81.1 to 83.4 per cent, while five had an average fat content of below 80
per cent.

Economic advantage of controlling the fat content. In Table 6 it was
shown that, during the sixth year of the work of analyzing, 27.1 per cent of
the samples contained above 81 per cent of fat. Of the 623 churnings of
butter 169 contained too much fat.

Of these 27.1 per cent-
21.8 per cent contained 81.1 to 82.0 per cent fat inclusive,
3.7 per cent contained 82.1 to 83.0 per cent fat inclusive,
1.6 per cent contained more than .83.0 per cent fat.

On the basis of a yearly production of 20,000,000 pounds of butter
made by the participating creameries, and assuming that the butter
analyzed represented the usual churnings, it is calculated that 5,420,000
pounds of butter contained too much fat. If this butter contained, on an
average, 1 per cent excess fat, the total excess was 54,200 pounds, which
would have yielded 66,937 pounds of butter. With butter at 24 cents a
pound, this has resulted in a loss to the creameries during that year of
$16,065. With butter at 30 cents a pound the loss would amount to $20,081.

The making of butter containing 1 per cent too much fat in creameries
making from 100,000 to 1,000,000 pounds butter per year will result in the
annual losses shown in Table 7.

Table 7. ANNUAL LOSS WHEN BUTTER CONTAINS 1 FEB CENT TOO MUCH FAT

First year (435 sawptes)
Percentage of all samples

Sixth year (623 samples)
Percentage of all samples

Annual production of
butter Containing 1

per cent too much fat

When price of
butter is 20

per pound

When price of
butter is 30

per pound

When price of
butter is 40

per pound

100,000 pounds $ 247.00 $ 370.50 $ 494.00
200,000 pounds 494.00 741.00 988.00
300,000 pounds 741.00 1,111.50 1,482.00
400,000 pounds 988.00 1,482.00 1,976.00
500,000 pounds 1,235.00 1,852.50 2,470.00
600,000 pounds 1,482.00 2,223.00 2,964.00.
700,000 pounds 1,729.00 ,93.50 3,458.00
800,000 pounds 1,976.00 2,964.00 3,952.00
900,000 pounds 2,223.00 3,334.50 4,446.00

1,000,000 pounds 2,470.00 3,705.00 4,940.00

Less than 80.0 per cent 15.6 13.5
80.0 to 81.0 per cent inc 56.9 59.4
81.1 and above 27.5 27.1
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2. THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE BUTTER

A frequency distribution of the moisture percentages of the samples
analyzed during the first and sixth years is shown in Table 8.

Table 8. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOISTURE PERCENTAGES OF BUTTER ANALYZED

First year (435 samples)

% %
Less than 15.4% 20.5 Less than 15.4% 8.3
15.4 to 15.9% inc 43.0 15.4 to 16.0% inc 18.8
16.0% and above i 36.5 16.1 to 16.5% inc 32.3

16.6 to 17.0% inc 27.6
l7.1%andabove 13.0

The moisture percentages have been increased during the six years.
This was a direct result of the establishment by state law, during the latter
part of the second year of the scorings, of the single standard for butterfat,
and the abolishment of the moisture standard which required the butter to
contain not more than 15.9 per cent moisture. The buttermakers have
increased the moisture content of the butter during the last four years
of the scorings an average of .6 per cent and have decreased the salt
content an equivalent amount. The average moisture content of all the
butter received during the first year was 15.7 per cent and during the sixth
year it was 16.3 per cent.

3. THE SALT CONTENT OF THE BUTTER

Table 9 shows a frequency distributijn of the salt percentages of the
butter received during the first and the sixth years.

Table 9. SALT CONTENT OF THE SAMPLES

First year (435 samples)

Sixth year (623 samples)

Sixth year (623 samples)

There has been a gradual decrease in the salt content of the butter
since the latter part of the second year of analyzing, when the single
standard for butter became a law. The average salt content of all the
samples received during the first year was 2.7 per cent. During the sixth
year it was 2.1 per cent, which is 0.6 per cent less than that for the first
year. It is attempted, through the scorings, to standardize the salt content
of Oregon butter to a uniform 2.0 to 2.5 per cent.

At a meeting of the Oregon Creamery Operators' Association on May
20, 1931, it was the consensus of opinion that a salt content ranging from
2.0 to 2.5 per cent was most desirable. A large marketing organization
recently declared itself in favor of a salt standard of 2.2 per cent.

Salt
con tent

Percentage of
all samples

Salt
content

Percentage of
all samples

%
Less than 2.6% 28.5 Less than 2.0% 32.1
2.6 to 3.0% inc 48.7 2.0 to 2.5% inc 58.8
.3.1% and above 22.8 2.6 to 3.0% inc 8.8

3.1 to 3.5% Inc .3

Moisture Percentage of Moisture Percentage of
content all samples content all samples
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r

Figure 6. Determining the number of yeasts and molds present in the butter.

Figure 7. Interior viesv of a creamery in which the yeast and mold counts of the butter
made have been low.
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Figure 8. Cleaning the butter printeran important operation.

YEAST AND MOLD COUNTS

An examination of the yeast and mold counts of the butter received
shows that little change has taken place in the counts since the analysis
service was started.
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A frequency distribution of the counts obtained during both the second
and the sixth year is shown in Table 10.

Table 10. YEAST AND MOLD COUNTS OF THE SAMPLEs

Yeasts and molds per cc.
melted butter

Second year (508 samples) Sixth year (621 samples)
Percentage of all samples Percentage of all samples

During the second year 35.2 per cent of the samples contained less than
101 yeasts and molds per cc. of melted btitter. During the sixth year, 27.4
per cent contained less titan 101 yeasts and molds per cc. This shows that
no Improvement has been made.

Some buttermakers have been able to make butter containing few
yeasts and molds while others (the majority) have not been able to do
this. Conscientious effort on the part of the majority of the buttermakers
in controlling these micro-organisms is necessary. Mimeograph pamphlets
of the Agricultural Experiment Station deal with the control of yeasts and
molds in butter.

EXTRANEOUS MATTER
Since the Federal Food and Drug Administration began checking on

the amount of extraneous matter in cream and butter, the samples sent to
the scorings during the sixth year have been occasionally examined for the
amount of extraneous matter present. The sediment discs showed that
the majority of the samples were quite free from foreign matter. A few
samples contained some foreign matter in the form of hair, sand, rust, lime
particles, etc.

Less than 10 5.1 7.4
10 to 100 30.1 20.0
[01 to 1,000 47.3 44.9
Moie than 1000 17.5 27.7



Appendix A

YEARLY SUMMARY SHEETS

The following are examples of the yearly summary sheets which are
sent to each of the participating creameries at the conclusion of each year
of tile service.
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QUALITY EFFICIENCY

When fresh
After holding at 45

F. for one month Composition
Yeasts and

molds
:ffi-

ciency
ScoreScore Remarks Score Remarks Fat

Mois-
ture Salt Curd

Deduc-
tion Number

Deduc-
tion

1929
March 92.5 Good butter 92 Good butter

% %
81.9 14.8

%
2.5

%
.8 16 6 0 84

April 92.5 Good butter 91.5 Slightly briny 80.0 16.2 3.0 .8 3 15 96
May 91 High acid, leaky 89 Moldy, high

acid, leaky 80.6 15.9 2.6 .9 0 18 99
Iune
July
August

91.5
92
91.5

High acid, scorched
Good butter
Fairly clean

89
92
91

Oily, storage
Good butter
Briny

80.7
80.6 87

15.5 2.9
16.6 2.2

.9 0 313

.6 11 46 2
95

fairfy clean 81.6 15.4 2.6 .4 6 120 4 90
September 93 Good butter 91 Storage 80.1 15.4 3.8 .7 8 190 4 88
October 91 Sour, scorched 90 Briny,

scorched 82.6 14.3 2.4 .7 29 400 5 66
November -- 90 Old cream, briny 89.5 Briny, unclean 80.2 15.6 3.2 1.0 2 30 2 96
December .
1930

90 Briny, feed flavor 91 Briny, slightly
scorched 79.7 16.0 3.6 .7 10 60 3 87

January 91.5 Fairly clean 92 Good butter 83.3 14.3 1.6 .8 45 200 6 51
February ._ 90.5 Briny, greasy 91 Briny 80.8 15.4 3.2 .6 2 100 3 95

Average 91.41 90.75 15.5 2.8 .7 11 125 3 86

No. % Score No. %
Judges: R. E. Cavett Analysts: G. H. Wilster

0 0 Below 90 3 25.0 H. C. Raven A. W. Cole
3 25.0 90-9 1 8.3 L. B. Ziemer
5 41.7 91-92 5 41.7
4 33.3 92 and above 25.0

The efficiency score is the sum of the deductions for composition and yeasts and molds subtracted from 100.

DEPARTMENT OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY, OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
MONTHLY BUTTER SCORING AND ANALYSIS, MARCH 1929 TO FEBRUARY 1930

First Year
Name Creamery B Address

DEDUCT FROM
Key FOR DETERStINING YEAST AND MOLD SCORE PERFECT SCORE

Less than 10 yeasts and molds 0.0 points
10 to 25 yeasts and molds 1.0 points
26 to 50 yeasts and molds 2.0 points
51 to 100 yeasts and molds 3.0 points
101 to 200 yeasts and molds 4.0 points
Above 200 yeasts and molds 5.0 points

KEY FOR DETERMiNiNG CoMPosiTIoN SCORE
Mm. AND MAX. LtMirs FOR DEDUCT ONE POINT

PERFECT COMPOaTtON SCORE FROM PERFECT SCORE
Fat 80.0 to 81.0 inc For every .1% above or below limits
?vloisture 15.4 to 15.9 inc For every .1% above or below limits
Salt 2.6 to 3.0 inc... For every .1% above or below limits
Curd maximum 1.2 For every .1% above the limit



DEPARTMENT OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY, OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
MONTHLY BUTTER SCORING AND ANALYSIS. MARCH 1934 TO FEBRUARY 1935

Sixth Year
Name Creamery B Address

QUALITY EFFICIENCY
After holding at 45 Yeasts and

When fresh F. for one month Composition molds
Ef Ii-

Mois- I
I ciency

Score Remarks Score Remarks Fat lure Salt Curd Score Number Score Score

1934 % % % %
March 92 Feed, grassy 92 Good butter 80.6 16.7 2.1 .6 100 8 97 98.5
April 93 Good butter 92 Good butter 80.8 16.5 2.1 .6 99 99 99.0
May
Iune

93
92

Good butter
Trifle coarse

92
92

SI. storage
Good butter

80.6
80.4

16.5 2.1
16.9 2.0

.8
.7

100
too

99 99.5
99 99.5

July 92 Slightly feed 92 Good butter 80.0 17.0 2.2 .8 100 100 100
August 92.5 Good butter 91.5 Burnt 80.5 16.8 1.8 .9 100 100 100
September 92.5 Good butter 92 Good butter 80.7 16.8 2.0 .5 100 100 100
October 93 Fine butter 92 Fine aroma 81.4 15.8 1.8 1.0 89 100 94.5
November 92.5 Good butter, sI. feed 91 Storage, feed 80.8 16.2 2.2 .8 99 100 99.5
December 93 Fine butter 91.5 Storage 80.2 17.0 2.0 .8 100 99 99.5
1935
Lanuary 92.5 Fine butter 92 Good butter 81.2 16.1 2.0 .7 93 100 96.5
February 92 Slightly feed 92 Good butter 80.0 17.0 1 2.0 1.0 100 100 100

Average 92.5 91.8 80.6 16.6 2.0 .8 98.3 10.0 99.4 98.9

No. % Score No. %
Judges: R. E. Cavett Analysts: G. H. Wilster

0 0 Below 90 0 0 George Jacobsen Wm. A. West
0 0 90-9 1 0 0 L. S. Leach
0 0 9 1-92 3 25 H. C. Raven

12 100 92 and above 9 75 L. B. Ziemer

Key FOR DETERMINtNG YEAST AND MOLD ScoRE POINTS DEDUCTED KEY FOR DETERMINING C0MF05ITI0N ScoSE POiNTS DEDUCTED

Less than 10 yeasts and molds 0 Fat
10 to 25 yeasts and molds 1 For every .1% above 80.7 to 81.0% 1

26 to 50 yeasts and molds.........._...._........- ....2 For every .1% above 81.0 to 82.0% 2
51 to 100 yeasts and molds 3 For every .1% above 82.0 to 83.0% 3
101 to 200 yeasts and molds 4 For every .1% above 83.0 to 84.0% 4
201 to 500 yeasts and molds 5 For butter containing less than 80.0% 100
501 to 750 yeasts and molds 6
751 to 1,000 yeasts and molds 7
1,001 to 2,000 yeasts and molds 8 Changed after the second year when the single
2,001 to 3,000 yeasts and molds 9 standard was adopted.
Above 3,000 yeasts and molds 10

The efficiency score is the average of the composition score and the yeast and mold score.



Appendix B

BUTTER MANUFACTURING REPORT

The following is an example of the butter manufacturing report blank
which the buttermakers fill in and send with tile butter to Corvallis.

BUTTER MANUFACTURNIG REPORT
Name of Creamery Date of Manufacture
Location Buttermaker Date shipped

Gathered cream teccived Whole milk received
Per cent Sweet creari in vat__ Per cent sour cream in vat
Wis sour cream neutralized separately Flavor of cream
Pounds of butter trimmings added to cream
l'ounds of cream in churning...._ Test of cream
Pounds of fat in churning Acidity of cream before neutralizing
Kind of lime used Kind of soda used
Pounds dry lime used Pounds dry soda used
Pints of lime mixture used Concentration of lime mixture
Temperature of cteam when soda added Acidity of cream after soda added
Any cream added after neutralizing If so, what acidity
Was cream in outlet pipe removed after neutralizing. After pasteurizing
Were lids closed while heating to pasteurizing temperature While holding
Pasteurizing temperature Time to reach pasteurizing temperature
Length of holding period Temperature to which cooled
Was any starter used Amount Kind
Method of ripening, if any. Temperature and time held, etc
Acidity of creart after pasteurizing and cooling (boiled sample)
Length of time held cold before churning Temperature during holding
Acidity of creant when citurned Kind of churn
Was creant warmed before churning t?egrees raised Churning temp
Length of churning perioa . Temperature of butter Temperature of
wash water Condition of butter granules (firm, soft, hard)
Was surplus brine drained off thrcugh doors when working nearly completed
Temperature of butter when work completed or when packed

(Butyl Alcohol)
Percentage of fat in buttermilk (Babcock) (Minnesota)
Pounds of salt added Kind of salt Method of salting
Percentage of salt desired Amount of color added Kind of color
Shade of color desired, No. Revclutions after salting
Pounds of butter made Per cent overrun

Flavor and aroma 45
Body and Texture 25
Color 15
Salt 10
Package 5
Total 100

Buttermaker's Score and Criticism of Butter

Scale Score

Shade of printed butter, No.

34

Analysis of Butter

Fat
Moisture
Salt
Curd

Total

Advice wanted:

Per
Remarks cent
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